
HEALTHCARE SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING

9.30.21 2:00 PM via Zoom

Subcommittee Co-Chair Jules Kariher called the meeting to order at 2:00 PM

IN ATTENDANCE: Co-Chairs Jules Kariher, & Chandra Smiley, Connie Bookman, Walter Arrrington, Deja
Carter, John Johnson, Avalon “Mal” Mallory, Dr. Dave Conkle, Aaron Jacobs, Monica Sanford, Drew
Stringfellow, Blair Castro

Action Items:

● Review and Approval of Minutes Jules Kariher

The members reviewed and approved the meeting minutes, a motion was made and
the minutes were approved.

Informational Items:

● Social Work Position for Homeless Chandra Smiley

Walter Arrington is going to be the new Social Worker for Community Care. The
homeless community really trusts him, and they are looking forward to his addition
to the team.

● Discussion on Task Force ARPA Proposals to City and Timeline

Task Force Co-Chair Connie reviewed the ARPA proposals to the city and the
processes in place in terms of the structure of how the Task Force operates. Connie
mentioned that there are discussions happening with an investor right now about
potentially purchasing  the old Community Clinic located at 2200 N. Palafox which
might be an option for a shelter. This may even be an option for a nonprofit to use
this as a space for the people under the bridge.

Committee members have mentioned that there are some concerns about
Waterfront not being able to accept ARPA funds for the respite beds.

We should all be advocates and try to advocate for land to use and for solutions.
There are 120 days before the moratorium is lifted. The Mayor is working with an
encampment that could possibly take 30 men in the City. This space where the ECC
used to be would possibly be able to  take women and children. The goal is to get
this done in 5-6 more weeks.

Tomorrow, Opening Doors is getting the green light to do Section 8 housing vouchers
dedicated to the homeless; this is the first time they have been able to do this. They
are currently trying to move people to staging locations/groups in order to
determine who can get these vouchers.



● Update on Dashboard Blair Castro

Blair reviewed the two core indicators that the subcommittee has selected to track:

ED visits that are non-behavioral (non-mental health related), and Specialists
referrals to providers. She mentioned that the mental health subcommittee
has spoken about  possibly tracking Marchman Acts and Baker Acts related to
homelessness, as well as calls to Mobile Response Teams.

In other communities, they have asked on their dashboards, “How many of
our homeless have substantial physical and mental healthcare needs?” and
divide it up into six main categories: Inpatient services, outpatient services,
ER visits (all traditional healthcare) and then mental health services,
emergency psychiatric services, and drug and alcohol rehab (all mental health
related)

There was discussion on combining this group with the mental health
subcommittee especially when it comes to helping with coordination of care,
and data-sharing, at least for a couple of meetings of temporality. Chandra
will invite Laura and Dr. Williams for the next couple of meetings.

● Update on Hospital Data Jules Kariher

Jules says that Ascension doesn’t currently have a way to identify homeless people
in its data systems, Drew says that Baptist has a new assessment tool that is coming
soon.

One way to learn more about each hospital’s data is to share intake forms; Each
organization will send blank intake forms to Deja for review.

We also would like to add someone from EMS to the committee- Drew will reach
out to them.

● Specialty Care Referrals for Homeless Chandra Smiley

Chandra gave an update that Community Health and other partners are going to
start with Cardiology as their first specialty referral, because it's one of the most
popular. They want to create a referral network among each other for homeless
patients so they can prevent future hospitalizations.

● HMIS Demo John Johnson

John Johnson and Aaron Jacobs from Opening Doors provided members with an
HMIS demo, showing a PIT count (visible, Point in Time count) of homeless on the
streets in areas of Escambia County. This did not include the encampments numbers.
This PIT count was from today and showed a slight increase in visible homelessness
as compared to last year’s PIT count from the same time frame. The system also
shows all the services a person has received and what organizations they visited.



John said that he would email this data to the Task Force members regarding today’s
PIT count results.

NEXT MEETING NOTES:

Tim Butell from Peoples Home Health will speak at the next meeting on a foundation he is
starting, which will provide hospice care to those who are homeless.

MEETING ADJOURNED at 3:08 PM, JULES KARIHER


